NAME OF THE EVENT : POLIO CAMP, PHASE – II

ACTIVITIES

STARTING DATE : 19/02/2020
ENDING DATE : 19/02/2020

PLACE : PRIMARY HEALTH CENTER, KOMBAIPATTY, SALEM

RESOURCE PERSON : SALEM.COLLECTOR, SALEM

NO. OF BENEFICIARIES : 20

On 19/02/2020 our Government of India conducted Pulse Polio Immunization Camp. The Camp started by 7.30 AM. Nearly 25 volunteers Actively Participated in the Event our Volunteer reached the main booth in Kombaipatty, PH center. Doctors and Senior Supervisor Dhanalakshmi gave instructions to the volunteer about Vaccine Vial Monitoring and door marking. Our Volunteers were spilt into batches and went for door marking. Accompanied by an govt staff more 200 children were vaccinated. The Camp ended 4.30 PM.